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A B S T R A C T

While mantle convection is a fundamental ingredient of geodynamics, the driving mechanism of plate tectonics
remains elusive. Are plates driven only from the thermal cooling of the mantle or are there further astronomical
forces acting on them? GPS measurements are now accurate enough that, on long baselines, both secular plate
motions and periodic tidal displacements are visible. The now >20 year-long space geodesy record of plate
motions allows a more accurate analysis of the contribution of the horizontal component of the body tide in
shifting the lithosphere. We review the data and show that lithospheric plates retain a non-zero horizontal
component of the solid Earth tidal waves and their speed correlates with tidal harmonics. High-frequency
semidiurnal Earth's tides are likely contributing to plate motions, but their residuals are still within the error of
the present accuracy of GNSS data. The low-frequency body tides rather show horizontal residuals equal to the
relative motion among plates, proving the astronomical input on plate dynamics. Plates move faster with nu-
tation cyclicities of 8.8 and 18.6 years that correlate to lunar apsides migration and nodal precession. The high-
frequency body tides are mostly buffered by the high viscosity of the lithosphere and the underlying mantle,
whereas low-frequency horizontal tidal oscillations are compatible with the relaxation time of the low-velocity
zone and can westerly drag the lithosphere over the asthenospheric mantle. Variable angular velocities among
plates are controlled by the viscosity anisotropies in the decoupling layer within the low-velocity zone. Tidal
oscillations also correlate with the seismic release.

1. Introduction

One of the most intriguing frontiers in geodynamic concerns the
causes and the driving mechanisms of plate motions, which are fun-
damental for the understanding of all the geological phenomena we
observe on our planet (Vidale et al., 1998; Ryan et al., 2009). Some
inconsistencies between theoretical models and experimental data
question the origin, layering, and vigour of mantle convection. Among
these are the subadiabaticity of the lower mantle (Anderson and
Natland, 2014), the estimation of the density gradient between litho-
sphere and mantle to sink plates along subduction zones (Afonso et al.,
2007; Doglioni and Panza, 2015). Nevertheless, mantle convection
occurs and is a basic phenomenon of plate tectonics that appears as a
self-organized chaotic system in which independent mechanisms co-
work (Bak and Tang, 1989; Riguzzi et al., 2010).

Since the recognition of a mean westerly migration of plate
boundaries and the net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the un-
derlying mantle (Le Pichon, 1968; Knopoff and Leeds, 1972), several

papers suggested the tidal drag as a driving force of plate tectonics
(Bostrom, 1971; Nelson and Temple, 1972; Moore, 1973). However,
this model was abandoned because of the inferred high viscosity of the
asthenosphere, where the decoupling is expected (Jordan, 1974), de-
spite several articles claiming for much lower viscosity values in the
low-velocity zone atop the asthenosphere (Jin et al., 1994; Pollitz et al.,
1998; Mei et al., 2002).

However, the mainstream of plate motions along a flow exemplified
by its tectonic equator (Crespi et al., 2007; Cuffaro and Doglioni, 2018),
and the overwhelming evidence of polarized plate tectonics (Doglioni
and Panza, 2015; Ficini et al., 2017, 2020) support an astronomical
control of plate tectonics given by the combination of the Earth's ro-
tation and the gravitational attraction of Moon and Sun. The asym-
metries between subduction zones with opposed geographic polarity
point for a tidal control on plate motions (Doglioni, 1994; Scoppola
et al., 2006; Doglioni et al., 2007; Carcaterra and Doglioni, 2018).
Asymmetries among the two sides of oceanic rifts that could be related
to the net westerly directed rotation of the lithosphere are also evident
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(Doglioni et al., 2003; Panza et al., 2010; Chalot-Prat et al., 2017).
The pull of the Moon and Sun determines in the solid Earth the tidal

bulge, which can be decomposed into its vertical and horizontal com-
ponents that depend on latitude and may amount to 30–40 cm and
15–20 cm respectively for the M2, i.e., the semidiurnal tide, which has a
period of about 12 h 25′. However, the tidal bulge is misplaced relative
to the gravitational Earth-Moon alignment, being about 0.2°-0.3°
(Munk, 1997; Gradstein et al., 2012) or up to 2.9° (Smith and Jungels,
1970; Lowrie, 2007) eastward of it, due to the delay in reaction for the
anelastic component of the Earth (Agnew, 2007) as a response to the
Moon's pull (Munk and McDonald, 1960). This misalignment de-
termines the westerly-directed horizontal torque acting on the litho-
sphere (Scoppola et al., 2006) and the secular slowing of the Earth spin
(Varga et al., 1998). Velocity gradients among plates can be interpreted

as controlled by viscosity changes in the planform of the decoupling
layer atop the asthenosphere (Doglioni, 1993; Doglioni and Panza,
2015). The fastest plate is the Pacific moving WNW-ward relative to the
mantle and having the lowest viscosity at its base (Pollitz et al., 1998).
A contrast of 8–10 orders of magnitude in viscosity between the litho-
sphere and the underlying asthenosphere enhances relative decoupling
in an oscillating system as body tides (Doglioni et al., 2011). As sug-
gested by Varga and Grafarend (2018), to demonstrate a contribution of
the body tides on plate motions and earthquakes, we need to consider
their effects on the stress components acting parallel to the surface of
the Earth. We provide here new data and new straightforward evidence
for this model analysing the horizontal component of the body tide and
comparing it with the speed of plates.

2. Data analysis of baselines among pairs of GNSS sites

In this work, an analysis of the relative motions of the main plates is
carried out in search of the possible lunisolar tidal modulation. In
particular, we examined both short and long-period analysis (Blewitt
et al., 2018) of baselines bridging tectonic plates pairs and measured by
geodetic techniques: Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), Sa-
tellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) data are studied to check whether such lunisolar tidal modula-
tion is present. Long-period harmonic analysis is made feasible since we
have now geodetic stations all over the world for which data time series
span up to 20–30 years. The velocity of the GNSS sites is routinely
presented having removed the theoretical tide (Dach et al., 2015) which
is a priori assumed having zero residual. Moreover, GNSS sites are af-
fected by climatic seasonal atmospheric and tropospheric pressure os-
cillations and the variation of the pressure of the fluid in the under-
ground due to climatic and phreatic cycles (Vespe et al., 2003;
Tregoning and van Dam, 2005; Fu and Freymueller, 2012; Argus et al.,
2014).

To overtake these limitations, the horizontal component of GNSS
data has been analysed, in particular, the low frequency not affected by
the aforementioned phenomena on sites with time series of about
7000–8000 days, e.g., about 19–21 years. Our analysis focuses on cross-

Table 1
Tides with their periods and amplitudes are taken into account for the harmonic
analysis of time series of the baselines of Figs.1–9. In the first column the
Doodson number; in the second the period and the amplitudes in the third. The
values of the amplitudes and periods are in Cartwright and Edden (1973) and
Kudryatsev (2004).

Low Frequency Solid Earth Tides

Doodson Number Period (days) Amplitude (m)

0 5 8 5 5 4 121.752
(4 months)

0.00426

0 5 7 5 5 5 182.625
(6 months)

0.08565

0 5 6 5 5 4 365.264
(one year)

0.01360

0 5 5 7 6 5 1305.756
(3.57 years)

0.0009

0 5 5 6 5 5 3232.605
(8.85 years)

0.0003

0 5 5 5 7 5 3399.329
(9.3 years)

0.00064

0 5 5 5 6 5 6798.659
(18.61 years)

0.07119

Table 2
Couples of GNSS stations used in the analysis.

Baselines involved in the analysis

GPS station 1 Latitude Longitude Elevation (m) Start of data
acquisition

GPS station 2 Latitude Longitude Elevation (m) Start of data
acquisition

Fig. 1 - LAMA
(Poland, Lamkowo)

53.892 20.670 187.010 1996 STJO
(Canada, St. John's)

47.595 −52.678 152.833 1996

Fig. 2 - ALIC
(Australia, Alice
Springs)

−23.670 133.886 603.278 1996 LHAZ
(China, Lhasa)

29.657 91.104 3624.577 1999

Fig. 3 - MATE
(Italy, Matera)

40.649 16.704 535.663 1996 PIE1
(USA, Pie Town)

34.302 −108.119 2347.759 1996

Fig. 4 - ARTU
(Russia, Arti)

56.430 58.560 247.588 1999 MDVJ
(Russia, Mendeleevo)

56.021 37.215 257.150 2001

Fig. 5 - DUBO
(Canada, Erickson
Point)

50.259 −95.866 245.265 1996 WTZR
(Germany, Wettzell)

49.144 12.879 666.034 1996

Fig. 6 - HOFN
(Iceland, Hofn)

64.267 −15.198 82.712 1996 REYK
(Iceland, Reykjavik)

64.139 −21.955 93.040 1996

Fig. 7 - SANT
(Chile, Santiago)

−33.150 −70.669 723.064
1996

WGTN
(New Zealand,
Wellington)

−41.323 174.806 26.059
1996

Fig. 8 - INVK
(Canada, Inuvik)

68.306 −133.527 46.451 2001 NRIL
(Russia, Norilsk)

69.362 88.360 47.902 2000

Fig. 9 - AIRA
(Japan, Aira)

31.824 130.600 314.650 1998 KOKB
(Hawaii, Koke'e State
Park)

22.126 −159.665 1167.348 1996

Figs. 15-16 - MQZG
(New Zealand,
McQueens Valley)

−43.703 172.655 154.681 1999 WGTN
(New Zealand,
Wellington Airport)

−41.323 174.806 26.059 1996
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correlating different time-series of the lunisolar tidal modulation. A
powerful way to assess whether tides have a significant effect on tec-
tonic movements is to study the long periodic harmonics (LPH). LPH
tides due to moon perigee and node precession on long time series of
geodetic baselines provide a suitable strategy to single out such re-
lationship. We use harmonic signals with periods longer than one
month. In Table 1 are listed the main low-frequency tides and expected
amplitudes and in Table 2 the data of the ten selected pairs of sites and
related baselines. Nine baselines are presented in Figs. 1-9. The strategy
consists in measuring the changes in the distance between many pairs of

GNSS stations located at different latitudes and longitudes and also in
different geodynamic environments. If the tidal forces influence tec-
tonics, the relative plate speed must contain a compatible modulation
with changes in lunar distance and solar distance.

Furthermore, we performed a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis
that shows the presence of semiannual, annual and signals compatible
with the period of the lunar perigee harmonics. They exhibit non-neg-
ligible amplitudes that emerge with even greater clarity eliminating
spurious very high-frequency contributions. Fig. 1 shows the analysis of
GNSS data recording the lengthening of the baseline between the sites

Fig. 1. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between North America and Europe. (A) GNSS data showing the lengthening between the LAMA site in Lamkowko (Poland)
and STJO site in St. John's (Newfoundland) between 1997 and 2018. Notice the correlation between the data (blue dots), and the horizontal tidal component (red
line). The spike on the left is due to antenna maintenance at the LAMA station. (B) Plot of the residuals; the plot was obtained by subtracting a slope equal to about
17.2 mm/yr. The blue dots are the values of the residuals after having applied a Moving Average over 30 days of data, whereas the red line is the function resulting
from the non-linear least-square fitting of Eq. 3. The residuals of the fit are of only 3.5 mm even if it seems a jump occurred at the 4th year of acquisition. (C) The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis shows the presence of strong amplitudes of the tidal terms involved in the fitting. The frequency along the x-axis, is expressed in
number of cycles over the time length of data. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the
tidal term of 18.6 years and the data acquisition has been continuing and without external disturbances. For each tidal harmonics fitted yr/3, yr/2, yr, 1305 days,
moon perigee, (moon node)/2 and moon node, we have listed the estimated amplitude and phase of each harmonic (third column); while the values of the second and
fourth columns define the confidence interval (C.I.) at the level of 95%, confirming the tidal signatures The first two rows define the parameters of the fitted slope (a
and b): y = a0 + b0*t, where a0 is an initial length of the baseline and b0 is the velocity represented by the slope. The tidal frequency is known, and harmonics
derive from Eq. 2. A is the amplitude and Ψ the phase respectively of each harmonic per 1/3 year (yr/3), semiannual (s), or annual (yr), twice the frequency of the
Moon node and the frequency of the Moon perigee (mp21; i.e. 1305 days), the Moon perigee (mp), twice the frequency of the Moon node (mn/2), and the frequency
of the Moon node (mn). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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LAMA in Poland (Eurasia plate) and STJO in Newfoundland (North
America plate), mostly dictated by the Mid Atlantic Ridge spreading of
about 2 cm/yr. The data (blue line of Fig. 1A) are filtered at low fre-
quency and they are marked by oscillations of the horizontal extension
rate. The tidal harmonics (red dashed line of Fig. 1A) almost overlap the
data, indicating a correlation between sites speed and tidal modulation.
The comparison of the theoretical and measured tidal component shows
minimum residuals, supporting cause-effect among data and model. In
the least-square fit, we used three-yearly harmonics (yr, yr/2 and yr/3)
and four long periodic ones having Doodson numbers (0,5,5,5,6,5) of
18.6 yr, (0,5,5,5,7,5) of 9.3 yr, (0,5,5,6,5,5) of 8.85 yr and (0,5,5,7,6,5)
of 1305 days. The signature of 8.85 should be small and un-
distinguishable with that due to half the moon nodal nutation/preces-
sion 9.3 yr long. For this reason, we have flagged on the FFT plot
(Fig. 1, C) only the spikes as due to the harmonic 9.3 yr long. In FFT the
spike due to the tide 18.6 yr long cannot be enhanced because it would
require a time series at least twice longer than the investigated time

frame. Moreover, the FFT of residuals (Fig. 1C) and the root mean
squares (Fig. 1D) highlight the following peaks at the Moon node, half
Moon node, 1305 days, year, half-year and four yr/3. The statistical
analysis is supported by the confidence intervals at the level of 95%, i.e.
2 levels of the amplitudes. The observation times necessary to ap-
preciate the sought after-effects are quite long because of numerous
sources of disturbance of the high-frequency signal, local phenomena
and to the non-linear response of the lithosphere and the underlying
mantle.

Besides the semidiurnal oscillation, there are six other fundamental
harmonic frequencies (Munk and McDonald, 1960): the day (23 h 56′
4″), the Tropical month (27.322 days), the Solar year (365.256 days),
the Lunar perigee (8.847 years), the Lunar nodes (18.613 years) and the
precession of equinoxes (25,772 years).

In our analysis, we observed modulations in plate motion compa-
tible with the Solar year, the period of the Lunar perigee and Lunar
nodes. These results show clearly the influence of lunar and solar tidal

Fig. 2. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between Asia and Australia. (A) GNSS data showing the contraction between the ALIC stations in Central Australia (near the
town of Alice Springs), and LHAZ (Lhasa) in Tibet (China) from 2000 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained
by subtracting a slope of about −44.8 mm/yr. The blue dots represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The
residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 2.3 mm. (C) The FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. Also, in this case,
there is a strong periodicity of 18.6 yr, with an amplitude of ≈14 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices.
The frequency is expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the
tidal term of 18.6 years. The C.I. at the level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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forces on the plate motion.
Although the most important tides features are diurnal and semi-

diurnal (Cartwright and Edden, 1973; Kudryavtsev, 2004) they cannot
play an active role in the modulation of plate motions due to the
minimum value expected for the viscosity of the LVZ, which introduces
a low pass filter that strongly attenuates the tidal signals with semi-
daytime, diurnal and monthly frequencies (as shown in detail in the last
paragraph of the article). The monthly, half-yearly and yearly features
of the tides are mixed with other very strong geophysical and geody-
namic effects: subsidence, water loading, earth's rotation, seasonal and
climate weather changes, ocean circulation, etc., which make very
difficult to extract the contribution of the tides and which sometimes
contribute to reinforcing the astronomical signals that would otherwise
be more attenuated. We define long periodic terms those harmonics

where both the daily and monthly contribution are zero, i.e. with the
first two Doodson numbers 0 and 5 respectively. We have selected the
most important long periodic tide harmonics according to the
Kudryavtsev (2004) tables. The period of the tide is computed as fol-
lows:

·T = OD f[( ) ] 1 (1)

Where D is the Doodson number, O is the Doodson zero vector
(0,5,5,5,5,5)and f is the vector of the tidal fundamental frequencies
expressed in terms of 1/day: (1/0.9972, 1/27.3, 1/365.25, 1/
(8.85 × 365.25), 1/(18.6 × 365.25) and 1/(25,772 × 365.25).

We deem long periodic terms those harmonics longer than a year.
Table 1 shows the most important tidal harmonics involved in the non-
linear fit of Eq. 2. In the first column the Doodson numbers are given, in

Fig. 3. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between southern Italy and the western United States. (A) GNSS data showing the contraction between Matera in southern
Italy (MATE) and New Mexico (PIE1) stations from 1996 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by
subtracting a slope of about 15 mm/yr. The blue points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The
residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 2.9 mm. (C) The FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. Also, in this case,
there is a strong periodicity of 18.6 yr, with an amplitude of ≈8.5 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices.
The frequency is expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the
tidal term of 18.6 years and the data acquisition has been continuing and without external disturbances. It can be read as the same table in Fig. 1. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the second the period of the harmonics (days) and in the third the
amplitude of the tide (in meters). We have added in the harmonic
analysis high frequency features too (yearly, semiannual and 1/3 of the
year) which are mainly ruled by the exchange of angular momentum
between the gaseous and fluid layers and the solid earth, atmospheric
and ocean loading, Earth's rotation parameters etc. (Vespe et al., 2003;
Altamimi et al., 2016). We have added these features in spectral ana-
lysis, despite the small tidal contribution, because otherwise the evi-
dence of long periodic moon tides signatures could be erroneously es-
timated. The goal of our work is indeed to demonstrate that there are
elastic horizontal vibrations of long baselines induced by the moon
tides which modulate secular drift of the tectonic plates.

We base our analysis on data sets acquired from stations with at
least 17–22 years-long activity. The GNSS stations allow us to observe
with great precision (horizontal ground movements over a long period).
To understand whether tidal modulations are present in plate motion,

we looked for the main tidal harmonic signals in the movements of the
baselines just described. We selected ten pairs of sites that are listed in
Table 2.

The baseline in Fig. 2 shows the trend of the distance between the
ALIC station, located near Alice Springs in the Northern Territory in
Australia, and LHAZ in Tibet: these stations were chosen because of
their location so far from the oceans so that the ocean-loading effect is
minimized allowing in this way to exclusively highlight the contribu-
tions of the solid tide eliminating possible effects due to liquid tide. The
baselines of Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 6 contain the movements between the
North American plate and the Eurasian plate at different latitudes re-
spectively between LAMA in Poland and STJO in Newfoundland, MATE
near Matera in Italy and PIE1 in Pie Town, New Mexico, USA; DUBO
station, not far from Winnipeg in Manitoba, and WTZR at Wettzell in
Germany and HOFN near the homonymous town in Iceland and REYK
in the west of the country.

Fig. 4. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between two sites in Russia. (A) GNSS data showing the small contraction between the ARTU and MDVJ stations in Siberia
from 2002 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope of about −0.2 mm/yr. The blue
points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 2.4 mm. (C) The FFT
analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. In this case, the harmonic of 18.6 yr is an order of magnitude smaller
with respect to baselines at the same latitude and with a similar length (0.28 ± 0.07 mm). On the contrary, the annual term is strong. Experimental data show some
gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices. The frequency is expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high
quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of 18.6 years. The C.I. at the level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the
fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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The baseline of Fig. 4 ARTU and MDVJ stations in Siberia is the
unique place within the same plate. This is particularly important in our
analysis because we expect that the moon tides exert lower stress on
such baselines.

SANT (Santiago de Chile) and WGTN (Wellington, New Zealand)
stations (Fig. 7) have allowed us to monitor the cumulate movements
between the South American plate, Nazca plate, and the margin be-
tween the Australian and Pacific plate, crossing both western and
eastern Pacific subduction zones, and the East Pacific Rise over a twenty
years-long period. The analysed baselines are listed in Table 2.

The baseline of Fig. 8 refers to the movement observed between the
INVK station in the Northwestern Territories in Canada and NRIL in the
Territory of Krasnoyarsk in central Siberia, it allows us to observe tidal
modulations in the motion between the North American plate and the
Eurasian plate in the high latitude (N). The baseline pair formed by
AIRA station, near the city of Aira in Kagoshima Prefecture in Japan

and KOKB in the Hawaii Islands (Fig. 9) allows us to observe the re-
lative displacements between the Eurasian Plate and the Pacific Plate
over about twenty years. LPH tides due to moon perigee and node
precession imprinted on long time series of geodetic baselines are the
possible strategy to adopt to single out such relationship.

Once we have selected the baselines, we have applied the following
steps:

1) A moving average (MA) over 30 days is performed to smooth the
data time series. In such a way the flickering up to monthly fre-
quency is damped to lower the level of random errors.

2) After MA, the FFT is applied to identify other meaningful features.
In all the analysed data series yearly, semiannual and one-third of
the year features emerge. Furthermore, the feature twice the fre-
quency of nodal moon which almost overlap the frequency of moon
perigee precession is very strong as well. Surprisingly the feature

Fig. 5. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between central Canada and Germany. (A) GNSS data showing the extension between the DUBO in Canada and Wettzell in
Germany (WTZR) stations in from 1997 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope of
about 17.4 mm/yr. The blue points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit have a
σ ≈ 4.5 mm. (C) The FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear fit. Also, in this case, there is a strong
periodicity of 18.6 yr, with an amplitude of ≈10 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices. The frequency is
expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of
18.6 years. The C.I. at the level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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given by the combination of two times the frequency of moon node
and the moon perigee (055675 as Doodson number), with a corre-
sponding period of 1305 days, emerges meaningfully.

3) Thus, together with the period of moon perigee and node, we add
five more features of the period: 121.75, 182.625, 365.264,
1305.764 and 3292.660 days. It is well known that FFT is a bad
estimator of the amplitude. Furthermore, it detects harmonics with a
period of up to half of the length of the time series. The moon node
period is instead almost long as GNSS data time series. For these
reasons, to estimate the amplitudes and phases of the selected har-
monics included the moon nodal term, a non-linear least-square fit
of data has been performed (Vespe et al., 2002), applied to the
following relationship:

= + + +y t a b t A sin t( ) (2 )
i

n

i i i
(2)

Where y(t) are the observations a and b are the slope and the initial
length of the baseline, βi represents the ith Doodson frequency, φi Ai are,
in turn, the phase and the amplitude of the trigonometric functions,
which represent the harmonics involved in the Eq. 2. a, b, φi, Ai are the
parameters to be estimated; while t is the unique variable of the model.
The linear coefficients a and b are estimated first applying a classical
linear least-squares fit of baselines data: yk. In a second step, the tri-
gonometric parameters are estimated applying a non-linear Le-
venberg–Marquardt fit (Bates and Watts, 1988, and implemented in
calculus software “Mathematica”) to minimize the following residual
function:

+R t A sin t( ) (2 )
k

k
i

n

i i k i

2

(3)

= +R t y a t b( ) ( )k k k0 0

Fig. 6. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between two sites in Island across the Mid Atlantic Ridge. (A) GNSS data showing the extension between the HOFN and
REYK stations from 1998 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope of about 22.7 mm/yr.
The blue points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 4.9 mm. (C) The
FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. Also, in this case, there is a strong periodicity of 18.6 yr, with an
amplitude of ≈13 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices. The frequency is expressed in number of cycles.
(D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of 18.6 years. The C.I. at the level of
95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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where R(tk) are the residuals coming from the linear least-square fit,
yk are the observations and a0 and b0 are the estimated coefficients of
the linear slope. In Figs. 1-9 a0 and b0 are reported in the results of the
plots. The behaviour of the computed slope + harmonics (red line),
compared against the real measurements of baselines performed on
weakly rate (blue dots), is shown in Figs. 1-9A. Figs. 1-9B show the
comparison between the residuals R(tk) coming from the preliminary
linear fit (blue dots) and their non-linear fit with the 7 tidal harmonics
selected as in Eq. 3. Figs. 1-9C show the FFT of the residuals R(tk) where
are underlined the features we have selected for the fitting. Figs. 1-9D
report the tables where the results of the fit are summarized. In the
table, we have included also the Confidence Intervals (C.I.) at the level
of 95% (2σ) of each parameter: offset, linear drift, amplitudes and
phases of the harmonic terms.

Then for each solution, we have built the quadratic mean of the
amplitudes for each baseline:

=Amp A
i

i

7
2

(4)

Fig. 10 is a plot in which the relationship between Amp (y-axis) and
the average latitude of the baselines (x-axis) is shown. The plot shows a
good correlation between Amp and the latitude at the level of R ≈ 0.85.
The Amp decreases indeed with latitude relative to the tectonic equator,
supporting its astronomical origin (Fig. 10). Finally, it is worthwhile to
point out that Fig. 4 reports the results of the only intraplate baseline
selected. In the results, there is an anomaly because the amplitude of
the moon node harmonic is negligible, unlike what happens for the
other baselines. This is crucial evidence that Moon tides trigger the

Fig. 7. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between New Zealand and Chile. (A) GNSS data showing the contraction between Wellington (WGTN) and Santiago (SANT)
stations in New Zealand, and Chile, from 1997 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope
of about −58.7 mm/yr. The blue points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit
have a σ ≈ 9 mm. (C) The FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear fit. The strongest periodicity of the half
Moon node has an amplitude of ≈12 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices, e.g., the February 27th, 2010,
Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake that generated a jump backwards of more than 27 cm. The frequency is expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal
harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of 18.6 years. Anyway, for this baseline, we have listed also the
estimated jump due to Maule earthquake. The C.I. at the level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in
Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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movements of the tectonic plates.

3. Single GNSS station versus tidal harmonics

We made a further test analysing the raw data of a single station,
taking KOK5 (Hawaii chain) as an example, searching the lunisolar tidal
harmonics present in the No-Net-Rotation Reference Frame (NNR,
Argus and Gordon, 1991) motion and studying its amplitude and phase
with respect to the horizontal tidal stress produced by the Moon and the
Sun. In this way, it is possible to verify the presence of a phase shift
between the NNR and the solid Earth tides or to hypothesize its sub-
stantial absence, at least at low frequency. The lunar and solar tides
influence plate tectonics by inducing relative movements between the
decoupled portions at the lithosphere base, i.e., in the low-velocity zone
(LVZ). However, the role of the NNR model is not clear: is there a phase
difference between the tidal stress and the speed that GNSS stations

show in NNR? The harmonics have different intensity ratios compared
to the theoretical models: what can we infer about the physical prop-
erties of the LVZ?

We analysed the motion of the GNSS station, KOK5, Hawaii, USA,
between 1997 and 2018, searching for the lunisolar tidal harmonics
present in its NNR motion, in this way it is possible to verify the pre-
sence of a phase shift between NNR and the solid Earth tides or to
hypothesize its substantial absence, at least at low frequency. The
harmonics have different intensity ratios compared to the theoretical
models. The main tidal harmonics are reported in Table 1. In this work,
particular attention is paid to those with lower frequencies.

The processed GNSS data have been filtered by anthropogenic or
anomalous signals, then a linear fit is subtracted to show the residuals.
With a moving average filter of the signals with a period of fewer than
60 days, we obtain the residual displacements shown in Fig. 11. The
high sampling of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to achieve a good

Fig. 8. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between Russia and Canada. (A) GNSS data showing the extension between the INVK and NRIL stations from 2002 until
2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope of about 2.8 mm/yr. The blue points represent the
experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 8.2 mm. (C) The FFT analysis shows the
meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. Also, in this case, there is a strong periodicity of 18.6 yr with an amplitude of ≈6 mm.
Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices. The frequency is expressed in number of cycles. (D) Table of the data
and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of 18.6 years. The C.I. at the level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the
amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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estimate of the harmonics in the residuals, identifies in particular two
signals, one with a spectral intensity greater than 8 with period
18.60 years and amplitude of about 3 mm (Fig. 12) with its maximum
at the beginning of 2008 (in-phase and with an intensity compatible
with the harmonic relative to the lunar nodal precession) and an annual
signal in phase with the lunisolar stress, with amplitude ~1/12 of the
harmonic with period 18.61 years (while theory predicts that it is ~1/
5.23 (Wahr, 1995). The horizontal component of the lunisolar tidal
stress can be computed using the Love's theory (MacDonald, 1964) and
the torque amount to 4.8 1016 Nm (Shen and Nab, 2017) (Fig. 13).

This may mean that the top asthenosphere has an attenuation of the
harmonic signals by a factor of ~2.29 going from a period of 18.6 years
to one of 1.0 years. This means that the Maxwell time of the decoupling
layer at the lithosphere base in the low-velocity zone (LVZ) could be of
the order of 109 s. If we compare this value with that of the crust or the
upper mantle and considering the hypothesis of η ~ 1017 Pa s (Hu et al.,
2016) for the average viscosity of the asthenosphere at 200–300 Km

depth with a Maxwell time of the lithosphere of about 1012 s, for the
LVZ we obtain a rough viscosity estimate of η ~ 1014 Pa s. Moreover,
the residuals do not distribute normally but follow the Generalized
Extreme Value distribution. The residuals also show the presence of
large deviations that scale with a power law. The displacement GPS
data of the KOK5 station present harmonics compatible with the am-
plitude and phase of the lunisolar tidal stress. The NNR reference
system does not show an appreciable phase shift concerning the luni-
solar tidal stress.

Although the average viscosity value of the upper mantle is assumed
1018–1021 Pa s (e.g., Cathles, 1975; Sabadini et al., 1991), mineral
phases and chemical heterogeneities determine a stratification in the
viscosity of the upper mantle, being the low-velocity zone the layer
where the lowest values can be inferred. However, usual techniques in
computing viscosity as glacial isostatic rebound assume vertical loading
and unloading, whereas the viscosity calculated shearing the mantle
can be lower of several orders of magnitude (Scoppola et al., 2006). The

Fig. 9. Tidal modulation of plate velocity between Japan and Hawaii in the Pacific plate. (A) GNSS data showing the contraction between the AIRA and KOKB
stations from 1998 until 2018. (B) Plot of the residuals of the distance between the two sites. The plot was obtained by subtracting a slope of about −93.8 mm/yr.
The blue points represent the experimental data while the red curve corresponds to the expected theoretical trend. The residuals of the fit have a σ ≈ 4.8 mm. (C) The
FFT analysis shows the meaningful presence of the harmonics selected to perform the non-linear. In this case, there is a strong periodicity of the half Moon node, with
an amplitude of ≈37 mm. Experimental data show some gaps due to seismic events or to failure of geolocation devices. The frequency is expressed in number of
cycles. (D) Table of the data and tidal harmonics. The high quality of this time series is mainly because it is longer than the tidal term of 18.6 years. The C.I. at the
level of 95%, i.e. 2σ level of the amplitudes estimated by the fit, confirm the tidal signatures. Legend as in Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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presence of the asthenosphere and a thin layer at its top, i.e., the low-
velocity zone (between 100 and 200 Km depth, Fig. 17), makes it
possible to decouple the lithosphere and the mantle under the action of

low frequency lunisolar tidal forces. In fact, in the presence of a visc-
osity value equal to 1013–1015 Pa s (Carcaterra and Doglioni, 2018), the
Maxwell time is reduced from 103 years for the mantle to about 109 s
(some decades) for the LVZ, therefore compatible with harmonics with
more than one-year-long period identified in the Fourier analysis per-
formed for all the aforementioned baselines. Significantly, the ampli-
tudes of the of 18.6, 9.3 and 6.2 years-long period harmonics are sub-
stantially well proportioned in their amplitude, moreover, the annual
solar tide is attenuated, although certainly amplified by seasonal and
climate weather changes, while the six-month or higher frequency
harmonics are very weak. This result does not change either by mini-
mizing noise or carefully choosing the baseline to optimize the ob-
servation capacity of the higher frequency harmonics. Therefore, the
low-velocity zone behaves like a low-pass filter attenuating the high-
frequency harmonics as the viscosity value is too high, therefore in
correspondence with these the LVZ has an almost fully elastic beha-
viour; decreasing the frequency, the elastic response disappears while
the visco-plastic response increases.

Fig. 10. Norm of the amplitudes (see tables D of Figs. 1, 2, S1-S7) versus lati-
tude. It decreases toward the high latitude, but the peak is 28–30° misplaced in
the southern hemisphere relative to the geographic equator. The correlation
coefficient between the amplitudes and latitudes is R = 0.85. Notice that the
tectonic equator has an angle of about 28–30° with respect to the equator
(Crespi et al., 2007), being the projection of the average Moon orbit on the
surface of the Earth. This would explain the larger residual in the southern
hemisphere. The red dot corresponds to Fig. 2, which is crossing most of the
southern hemisphere and is highly oblique to the tectonic equator, explaining
the relatively low residual. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Processed KOK5 (blue) data with replotted the filtered (Mov. Average
60 days) data (red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. Fast Fourier Transform density spectrum of the filtered KOK5 data by
using a moving average filter (60 days). We have a strong peak at 0.05379 cy-
cles/year, on the right a second signal corresponding to 6.21 years long period
(1/3 of the lunar mode), and the Solar Annual Harmonic.

Fig. 13. The horizontal component of the lunisolar tidal stress modulates
seismic activity in New Zealand. (A) Day-cumulated seismic energy, expressed
in Mw, in New Zealand (considering seismic events with ML > 2.0 occurred at
a latitude between 40.98° S and 44.25° S and longitude between 171.34° E and
175.47° E, GeoNet Earthquake Catalogue for New Zealand, 2020) shows tidal
modulations with not negligible amplitudes. The fit is performed using a
function, which contains the tidal harmonics with 18.61, 9.3, 8.85, 4.4, 3.57,
1.0- and 0.5-year-long period and decreasing exponentials added in corre-
spondence with the most significant seismic events. In particular, the most
relevant oscillations are the 18.61 years-long periods harmonic with an am-
plitude, in terms of moment magnitude, of 0.049 ± 0.011, then 9.3 years with
0.064 ± 0.010, the harmonic with 4.4 years-long period 0.031 ± 0.007. (B)
Tidal horizontal stress (calculated from lunar and solar ephemerides available
at Nasa, 2020) and distribution of main seismic events (Mw > 6.0) of the last
twenty years in New Zealand represented with red stars, whose size is pro-
portional to their moment magnitude. Strong earthquakes do not distribute
uniformly over time, and extensional faults seismic events are favoured by low
tidal stress values, while reverse/transpressional fault earthquakes are activated
more easily during higher tidal stress. In particular, the Great Kaikoura
Earthquake (14/11/2016, Mw 7.8) occurred on the day of maximum stress over
several years. Focal mechanisms from the USGS catalogue (United States
Geological Survey, 2020). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. Detail of the increasing distance among the two sites in Iceland across the Mid Atlantic Ridge in two separate years of the recorded data along the baseline. It
is noteworthy to see how there is an about six months period in which the residuals increase, hence proving a faster lengthening.

Fig. 15. Displacement recorded by GNSS along the baseline MQZG-WGTN
McQueens Valley-Wellington Airport (above) versus the number of earthquakes
in New Zealand (below). Oscillations fit the tidal harmonics.

Fig. 16. Displacement recorded by GNSS along the baseline MQZG-WGTN
(above) versus the magnitude of earthquakes in New Zealand (below).
Oscillations fit the tidal harmonics.
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4. Tidal harmonics versus seismicity

The correlation between lunisolar tides and earthquakes has been
highly debated during the last decades, showing pros (Heaton, 1975;
Métivier et al., 2009) and cons (Vidale et al., 1998; Hough, 2018).
Usually, it has been considered the vertical influence of the tide and its
modification of g. However, the vertical component of the tide returns
to the origin point after the passage, whereas the horizontal component
leaves the residual displacement. Therefore, the horizontal component
of body tides is an ideal candidate to energize the tectonic system,
whereas the vertical component is only modulating it, acting oppositely
as a function of the tectonic setting (Riguzzi et al., 2010). Normal fault
earthquakes occur more frequently during the low tide because g is at

its maximum and therefore the vertical σ1 is increased, enlarging the
Mohr circle to the right. Vice versa, thrust-related earthquakes occur
more frequently during the high tide because g is at its minimum and
therefore the vertical σ3 is decreased, enlarging the Mohr circle to the
left (see Fig. 10 in Riguzzi et al., 2010). If plates move faster during
specific periods of the year due to the larger horizontal component of
the body tide as it can be shown in the Iceland baseline (Fig. 14), we
should expect more intense seismicity as well. The displacement re-
corded by GNSS along the baseline MQZG-WGTN McQueens Valley-
Wellington Airport versus the number of earthquakes in New Zealand
shows oscillations fitting the tidal harmonics of the horizontal compo-
nent (Fig. 15). The same correlation holds for the comparison between
the GNSS data and the magnitude momentum (Fig. 16). These

Fig. 17. The high-frequency tidal oscillations are buffered by the high viscosity of the lithosphere and upper mantle. However, the low-frequency tidal modulations
are rather poorly attenuated by the lithosphere and mantle and therefore they may be very effective on the Earth. Although the average high viscosity value of the
upper mantle, the presence of the low-velocity zone (LVZ) at 100–200 Km depth atop the asthenosphere, makes it possible to westerly decouple the lithosphere from
the underlying mantle under the action of low frequency lunisolar tidal forces. This can be due to the lower viscosity and shorter Maxwell time of the LVZ. Notice that
the amplitudes of the of 18.6, 9.3, 8.85 and 1305 years-long period harmonics are substantially well proportioned in their amplitude, moreover, the annual solar tide
is attenuated, while the six-month or higher frequency harmonics are weak. This result does not change either by minimizing noise or carefully choosing the baseline
to optimize the observation capacity of the higher frequency harmonics. The low-velocity zone behaves like a low-pass filter attenuating the high-frequency har-
monics (for instance M2, S2, S1, Mf, Mm, Ssa, Sa), being its viscosity value still too high; hence the LVZ has an almost fully elastic behaviour. Decreasing the frequency,
the elastic response disappears while the visco-plastic response increases (1305 days long-period harmonic, 4.4, 8.85, 9.3, 18.61, 25,772 years-long tides).
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observations tell us that even the least energetic seismicity is affected
by tides, not only the strongest. It suggests that the tides act through a
double mechanism on the modulation of seismicity: the high-frequency
harmonics (semi-diurnal, daily, monthly, half-yearly and annual) by
triggering breaking processes in the brittle phase, while the low-fre-
quency harmonics (apsidal and nodal precessions) modulate the mean
energy release changing relative plates speed in the light of a plastic
response of the asthenosphere and, overall, of the LVZ, which alters
dynamic stability in the upper layers). Therefore, two different ideal
regimes coexist in the Earth's surface response to the harmonic spec-
trum becoming clearly distinguished only in the limits of high and low

frequency, while they mix in the middle in different proportions, ac-
cording to the frequency of the tidal harmonic.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Contrasting evidence has been provided on the effective contribu-
tion of the Moon and Sun on the driving mechanisms of lithospheric
drift and the interplay with mantle convection. However, the tectonic
asymmetries at plate boundaries, the westward drift of the lithosphere
and the tectonic equator support a tidal contribution to plate tectonics
(Doglioni and Panza, 2015; Cuffaro and Doglioni, 2018). Plate motions

Fig. 18. Left, the mainstream of plate motions in the shallow hotspots reference frame (after Cuffaro and Doglioni, 2018). The red dots are earthquakes M ≥ 6 which
disappear in the polar areas. The flow of plates and its tectonic equator have an inclination that is close to the ecliptic plane plus the Moon revolution plane (about
29°) and it mimics the angle of the Moon projection on the Earth. Right, the tectonic equator represents the bisector of the present geographic equator and the equator
inclination in 13,000 yr due to the Earth's axis precession. The Earth lithosphere has a Maxwell time (viscosity η/μ rigidity) compatible with the precession time
(26,000 yr), explaining a visco-plastic behaviour of the lithosphere at that timescale and the inclination of the tectonic versus the geographic equator. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 19. Lunisolar tidal drag on the Earth. The Earth viewed from above the North pole rotates eastward about 28 times faster than the Moon and the tidal bulge is
misaligned (≈0.1–0.3°?) relative to the gravitational alignment among the two celestial bodies, due to the delay generated by the anelastic component of our planet.
The misplaced excess of mass and the faster rotation determine a westerly-directed torque on the lithosphere that is tuned by the tidal harmonics, which leave a non-
zero horizontal component of the tidal drag, controlling plate velocities. Notice the longer “westerly” vector of the horizontal displacement which determines the
residual.
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show a change in relative speed due to the action of the horizontal
component of the lunisolar tides. Therefore, this phenomenon drags
and modulates the shift of the lithosphere with respect to the under-
lying mantle. The high-frequency tidal oscillations are buffered by the
high viscosity of the lithosphere and upper mantle. However, the low-
frequency tidal oscillations are rather poorly attenuated by the litho-
sphere and mantle and therefore they may be very effective on the
Earth due to a better correlation of their amplitude with the relaxation
time of the lithosphere and mantle (Fig. 17). It is interesting to note that
the strongest signal is given by the nutation of the Earth's axis. More-
over, the precession of nodes mimics the oscillations of the length of the
day (LOD) that has some correlation with seismicity (Riguzzi et al.,
2010). Seismicity is not instantaneously affected by the action of ex-
ternal forces, explaining the weak correlation between earthquakes and
Moon position (Tanaka et al., 2002; Beeler and Lockner, 2003). On the
other hand, there is statistical evidence of some relation for crustal
faults and earthquakes (see an up-to-date discussion by Kossobokov and
Panza, 2020) during the high tide for thrusts (Cochran et al., 2004;
Métivier et al., 2009) and during the low tide for normal faults
(Wilcock, 2001; Tolstoy et al., 2002; Riguzzi et al., 2010), coherent
with the opposite contribution of the lithostatic load in the two dif-
ferent tectonic settings. The vertical component of the solid Earth tide
decreases (high tide) or increases (low tide) respectively the lithostatic
load acting on the crustal volumes and, on the faults, thus favouring
their activation with a bipolar signal. The horizontal tidal component
appears a driving force of plate motions and the gradients of velocity
among plates accumulate the energy source dissipated by earthquakes.
If we assume 0.48 kPa of horizontal stress at the passage of the body
tide (Varga and Grafarend, 2018) that could be at least partially elas-
tically retained (10%?) in the crust, times 365 days x twice a day x
300 years, it would result more than 10 MPa, which is in the order of a
stress drop of a major earthquake. The vertical component of tides
(both solid and liquid) may trigger seismicity only when the horizontal
energy threshold is reached. The tidal vertical loading or unloading
cannot be the energy source for earthquakes (Riguzzi et al., 2010).

Therefore, tides should accumulate the hysteresis of the horizontal
component of the body tide. However, this is still difficult to detect
because of the limited accuracy of the space geodesy data. For example,
a baseline increasing at 3 cm/yr would generate a residual of the
semidiurnal component of 40 μm that are well below the uncertainty of
the GNSS measurement. The measure of relative plate motions de-
monstrates at least two main cycles of velocity variation at 8.8 yr and
the stronger 18.6 yr, being respectively the alignment of apsides and
Moon's nodal precession. These data indicate a tidal frequency of plate
speed that supports the influence of astronomical gravitational forces
on plate velocity, which are consistent with the westerly directed drift

of the lithosphere and the related tectonic equator (Fig. 18), plus the
worldwide asymmetric tectonics of plate boundaries (Doglioni and
Panza, 2015 and references therein).

Global relative plate motions are usually computed under the as-
sumption of a no-net-rotation reference frame (Argus et al., 2011).
However, plate motions measured in the hotspot reference frame rather
highlight a net westerly-directed rotation of the lithosphere with re-
spect to the underlying mantle (Crespi et al., 2007). The origin and
speed of the net rotation of the lithosphere depend on the interpretation
whether magmatic hotspots are fed by the deep mantle or they are
rather shallow sources (Doglioni et al., 2005; Cuffaro and Doglioni,
2007; Foulger and Jurdy, 2007; Foulger, 2010). The deep mantle hot-
spot reference frame being a supports a slow (0.1°/Myr) transient and
ephemeral effect on plate tectonics during the last 150 Myr due to
variable negative buoyancy along W-directed subduction zones
(Torsvik et al., 2010). The shallow mantle hotspot reference frame ra-
ther supports a faster (>1°/Myr) permanent mechanism of astronom-
ical origin for the net ‘westerly’ directed lithospheric rotation (Crespi
et al., 2007; Doglioni et al., 2011; Doglioni and Panza, 2015). The
shallow hotspot reference frame is consistent with the global rotation
and the distributed tectonic asymmetries worldwide, such as the
steeper W-directed slab, low elevation accretionary prism and occur-
rence of a backarc basin, deep trenches and foredeep basins in contrast
with the opposite E- or NE-directed subduction zones which are char-
acterized by shallow dip slabs, elevated mountain range composed by
deep-seated rocks, shallow foredeeps and no backarc basin. Asymme-
tries among the flanks of oceanic rifts have been also recognized, such
as shallower bathymetry, slower shear waves velocity and possibly
depleted asthenosphere in the eastern side (Doglioni et al., 2003; Panza
et al., 2010; Chalot-Prat et al., 2017). Therefore, we conclude that the
horizontal component of the lunisolar tides contributes to driving tec-
tonic plates (Fig. 19). Low-frequency tidal oscillations are compatible
with the resonance time of the lithosphere and can drag plates over the
asthenospheric mantle. This explains the faster semiannual oscillations
of plate velocity that correlate with more intense seismicity. The hor-
izontal gravitational swinging back and forth of plates due to the
asymmetric body tide leaves a residual motion to the ‘west’. Variable
decoupling at the lithosphere base due to chemical and viscosity var-
iations in the low-velocity zones determine fragments of the lithosphere
(i.e., plates) moving with different velocity, hence providing plate
tectonics (Fig. 20). The Earth's is slowing its spinning of about 2 ms/
century and the Moon is receding 3.8 cm/yr. We also know that in the
early Paleozoic the year was about 400 days and the day about 21 h
long (Varga, 2006). It is easy to infer that in the past when the Moon
was much closer and the Earth rotating faster. Therefore, the tidal ef-
fects and plate motions should have been larger and faster in the past.

Fig. 20. The swinging body tides release a permanent residual accounting for the relative motion among tectonic plates as shown in the previous figures. Since the
entire lithosphere (LIT) has a net westerly directed rotation, moving along the tectonic equator, the different velocity of plates can be inferred as related to the
variable decoupling at the lithosphere base, dictated by the viscosity in the low-velocity zone (LVZ). The faster westerly motion of plates occurs where the underlying
LVZ has the lowest viscosity (η1), and the slower has the higher viscosity (η3).
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Since the tidal drag is confirming the westerly directed motion of the
lithosphere relative to the mantle (Crespi et al., 2007), this observation
claims for an Earth where the different layers have variable Maxwell
time, different velocity and possibly each sphere being rotating in-
dependently and faster-moving down to the inner core that is spinning
eastward faster than the outer layers (Zhang et al., 2005). Due to to the
variable rheology of the internal layers of the planet, the astronomical
torques make the Earth as a sort of gyroscope.
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